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US crude oil exports vs. WTI/Brent spread
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Energy
Tariff relief rally: The oil market saw quite the move higher yesterday, with ICE Brent settling more
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than 4.6% up on the day. This follows a surprise announcement that the US would delay imposing
tariffs on some Chinese goods from 1 September to 15 December instead. The reaction from the
market on the back of this news is another clear indication that market participants are more
concerned about macro and trade developments, and the impact this could have on demand,
rather than supply developments.

US inventories: Latest inventory numbers from the API proved an obstacle to yesterday’s rally
continuing into this morning. The API reported that US crude oil inventories increased by
3.7MMbbls over the last week- very different from the 2.5MMbbls drawdown that the market was
expecting. All eyes will be on EIA numbers today, and a surprise build from them could mean
further downward pressure in the immediate term. Last week’s EIA numbers saw a surprise build,
which was driven by a fall in crude oil exports. The relative strength in WTI vs. Brent, means we
could see another week of poor exports.

Metals
China data: Latest data from China’s National Bureau of Statistics shows that softer prices and
trade-related concerns have been having an impact on metals output in the country. Chinese
crude steel production fell 6% MoM to 2.75mt/d in July, as poor margins pushed steel mills to
optimize operating rates. Aluminium output softened from 99.1kt/d in June to 96.1kt/d in July. On
the other hand, NPI output rose to a fresh record of 52.3kt in July, up 38% YoY (7.1% MoM) on
healthy nickel prices and higher raw material imports.

Meanwhile, the demand-side continues to be a concern, with industrial output softening to 4.8% in
July - the weakest growth in over a decade, and retail sales softened to 7.6%, only marginally
higher than the low of 7.2% in April.

Tariff delay:  The announcement provided some relief to markets as the US administration aims to
cap consumer goods prices ahead of the holiday season. The news saw risk appetite returning to
markets, while we saw a sell-off in safe haven assets, such as gold.

Daily price update
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The distribution of this publication may be restricted by law or regulation in different jurisdictions and persons into whose
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